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The meeting was called to Qrder at 10.20 a.m.

AGENDA ITEM 86: OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR DEVELOPMENT (continued) (A/44/3, 361,
376, 401, 409 and Corr.l, 477, 551, 646, 68 0 )

(a) COMPREHENSIVE POLICY REVIEW OF OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES OF THE UNITED NATIONS
SYSTEM (continued) (A/44/324 and Add.1-5)

(b) UNITED NATIONS DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMME (continued) (E/1989/32; A/44/389)

(c) UNITED NATIONS CAPITAL DEVE~OPMENT FUND (continued)

(4) UNITED NATIONS TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION ACTIVITIES (continued) (DP/1989/46 and
Add.1-3)

(e) UNITED NATIONS VOLUNTEERS PROGRAMME (continued)

1. Mr. MOORE (United States of America) said that his delegation fully agreed
with the Director-General for Development and International Economic Co-operation
that operational activities for development should be closely integrated at the
country level. Such integration which had been a major objective of the Consensus
of 1970 and of General Assembly resolution 32/197, was highly appropriate in view
of the decentralized nature of the United Nations system, the sectoral focus of
most of the United Nations specialized agencies and the need to assist developing
countries in building up their programme management capacity. However, genuine
progress in that direction could not be achieved without major changes in roles and
relationships within the United Nations development system, particularly the
relationships between the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the
specialized agencies, and between the United Nations system and the Governments of
developing countries. His delegation agreed with the Director-General that those
changes should be refl ~ted in successor arrangements to the support cost system,
which linked UNDP and the specialized agencies. Indeed, his delegation actively
supported the concept of UNDP funding agency support costs in order to foster more
effective collaboration and greater accountability in the Organization's
development system.

2. His delegation not only agreed with the Director-General that reforms could be
implemented within the current institutional framework, but it also believed that
they were nece~;sary in order to ensure that that framework continued to be
rpsponsive to the needs of developing countries and that the basic principles of
the 1970 Consensus were effectively implemented. Under the Consensus, support
costs were to cover conSUltative services as well as project implementation. The
fuilure to set up the support cost system was at least partially responsible for
the sectoral agencies' tendency to concentrate excessively on project execution.

3. The reforms proposed by the Director-General should be adopted as a
(~omprehensive package and co-ordinated with the changing roles and
i .• ~errelationships of U~ited Nations organizations. For example, external
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assistance shQuld be implemented as an integral part Qf natiQnally managed
develQping prQgrammes, with analytical, technical, administrative and management
suppQrt frQm the United NatiQns system. The technical assistance management and
mQnitQring functiQns WQuld have tQ be decentralized and carried out at the country
level, and staff and resources would have to be redeployed accordingly. Since much
of the policy and technical advice would be required Qn a multisectoral, integrated
basis, the United Nations Professional staff would have to function as a team at
the cQuntry level under the leadership Qf the resident cO-Qrdinator. As the
Director-General had indicated, integrating external assistance to a cQuntry's
development prQcess would also require a simplification Qf rules and procedures.
HQwever, GQvernments would have tQ comply with the same simplified reporting,
auditing and evaluation standards for all programme elements, whether they were
financed by domestic resources or external assistance. Overall Government
accountability would also have to be strengthened in order to meet standards that
were generally acceptable to the international community.

4. It was his delegation's hope that the painful adjustment processes of the
1980s would form the basis for a more effective use of both domestic and external
resources. The Uni~ed Nations syst~m, particularly UNDP, could best contribute to
the process by helping Governments to enhance their capacity to manage short-,
medium- and long-term structural transformation and to programme capital, technical
and food assistance, in an integrated manner. Therefore, efforts to promote
integrated programming for the United Nations system must be undertaken in a
broader context which involved multilateral lending institutions as well as
bilateral donors. While his delegation supported the introduction, on a pilot
basis, of the proposed common country statement of objectives for the United
NatiQns system, it believed that different approaches to country programming should
be developed and tested in accordance with different situations. Policy framework
papers might be used in countries undergoing structural adjustment. In those
countries, sectoral, sub-sectoral and thematic strategies designed to achieve
medium- and long-term development objectives should be stressed. His delegation
hoped that the General Assembly would lend its full support to the reforms proposed
by the Director-General and to the essential work being carried out by the
Consultative Committee on Substantive Questions (Operational Activities).

5. Mr. CAMARA (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) said that
FAO attached great importance to operational activities for development and to the
triennial policy review. Referring to the Director-General's report, he said that
the summary of the integrated country reviews and the findings of the earlier
"Jansson report" deserved careful attention. Through training,
institution-building and the provision Qf expert advice and assistance, operational
activities CQuld enhance the self-reliance of developing countries in carrying out
their own development processes.

6. FAO fully agreed that United Nations technical co-operation activities must be
responsive tQ the changing and diverse needs of developing countries. To that end,
it was placing greater emphasis on the conservation and protection of natural
resources and on the promotion of sustainable development policies in agriculture,
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fishing and forestry, as demonstrated by its Tropical Forestry Action Plan (TrAP).
In addition, FAO made every effort to ensure that its progr~nmes were compatible
with recipi~nt Governments' notional development programmes. In its operational
activities FAO preferred to take pluridisciplinary, cross-sectoral and sub-sectoral
approaches.

7. Increasingly, FAO was co-operating with other agencies and organizations of
the United Nations system under inter-agency agreements and sub-contracts, and it
welcomed the increased focus on the pluridisciplinary dimension of operational
activities in the United Nations system.

8. With a view to enhancing national capacities, human resources Cor development
and national training institutions, FAO's field programmes were currently training
over 70,000 persons annually. Indeed, the trftining element was the most dynamic
aspect of FAO's operational activities. FAO-executed projects currently involved
more than 300 notional project directors and over 700 notional project experts and
consultants. As national execution, so vital to attaining self-reliance, was
rapidly becoming the norm, the United Nations agencies would have to make every
effort to ensure that it would be an option for an increasing number of developing
countries.

9. As the focus of technical co-operation shifted to the country level, not only
would financial and administrative responsibilities hove to be decentralized, but
also Governments would have to be involved in the decision-making process to a
greater extent. In that connection, he had noted with interest the various
proposals to set up country-level multidisciplinary teams to provide on-the-spot
advice and assistance. If such teams became permanent, they might duplicate the
functions of Governments or become overly bUl"eaUcratic. Consideration must also be
given to their cost. They might be introduced on a pilot basis, where
appropriate. FAO was fully prepared to co-operate in examining the question.

10. The simplification and harmonization of procodures in operational activities
must be pursued without delay. It would be important to co-operate closely with
bilateral programmes, which, in most countries, were often much larger than those
of tho United Nations system. Progress had already been achieved in rationalizing
Clnandal and administrative procedures and the new standard UNDP project document
format represented a ~ignificant step forward.

11. FAO welcomed efforts in the Second Committee to ensure that the programme
approac}l to operational activities was rational, well-structured and based on
recipient countries' national developrnent plans. The idea of a common country
statement deserved serious consideration and might be attempted in keeping with
recipient countries' policies in that regard. With its in-depth technical
eKpertise and experience, FAO was in a position to provide very substantial support
to such a revised and enhanced programming approach in the areas of food and
agdcul tu re .
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12. In recent years, FAO, along with other specialized agencies, had faced
~xtremely severe resource limitations, which had affected its ability to support
operational activities. In the 1990s, there must be a commitment to step up the
flow of resources from the United Nations system to developing countries.
Obviously, UNDP, as the system's central funding agency, had a vital role to play
and a growing and predictable level of resources must be guaranteed. In that
connection, FAO, as a major UNDP partner, had actively contributed to the ongoing
study of agency support cost successor arrangemen~s.

13. Miss CQURSQN (France) said that since the report containing the
Director-General's recommendations for the triennial policy review recommendations
(A/44/324/Add.3) had only been distributed at the end of October 1989, her
country's authorities had not yet had time to study them in detail. In any event,
a useful study of those recommendations could not be made until the expert group on
the study of issues connected with agency support costs submitted its findings to
the UNDP Governing Council in 1990. She would, nevertheless, endeavour to comment
on some of the recommendations.

14. In view of the important role which the United Nations system was called upon
to play in connection with the human dimension of development, the Director-General
should be encouraged to undertake an aetion-orianted study to identify the role of
operational activities in addressing the challenge of absolute poverty
(para. 20 (c». The World Bank and the International Monetary Fund also had a
major res90nsibility in that field in view of their role in shaping adjustm~nt

policies and the need to ensure a steady increase in employment. Giving development
a more human dimension was a matter of particular urgency in Africa, and especially
in the least developed countries of that continent. The social aspect of
operational activities should be elaborated in co-ordination with Government
authorities and bilateral aid sou~ces. Non-governmental organizations also played
a most important role in enhancing human resources and deserved to be commended and
encouraged.

15. The struggle against poverty, adoption of social measures to accompany
structural adjustment, development of human resources, strengthening of m~nagement

capacities, participation of women in development, and food aid were the principal
activities which should be integrated within the framework of co-operation
programmes providing a basis for the consolidation of government capacil ~es and the
mubilization of the necessary resources. The Director-General was therefore right
in suggesting that the present approach should be reviewed. Operational activities
ShUllld assist developing countries to strengthen their institutional capacity and
provide them with the means of co-ordinating and integrating all foreign aid in
their national programmes with the ultimate objective of achieving self-reliance.

16. The assistance provided by the national experts had not always been followed
by results, owing to a lack of skilled manpower in the beneficiary countries.
International organizations must therefore systematically include a training
component in their progrmmes. They should adopt participatory approaches in order
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to associate the widest possible range of beneficiaries and should seek the
participation of national institutions at all stages of programme and project
formulation.

17. Government eKecution of programmes and projects with technical and sectoral
support from the specialized aqencies should be the ultimate objective of technical
co-operation. However, the shift to Government execution should take place
gradually.

IR. The adaptation of the United NatiorlA system to that new dimension of
development should be based on praqmatism, since not all developinq countrieR
needed the same type of assistance. In some cases, the entire proqramme or project
would have to be drawn up in detail by external donors, whereas in others, the bulk
of the work could be left to the countries themselves.

19. In general, her delegation agreed with the suggestlons made by the
Director-General in paragraph 30 of his report concerning involvement in programme
and project management.

20. Technical co-operation among developinq countries should also be tailored to
individual partners. United Nations institutions should play a catalytic role in
promoting South-South co-operation and should include TCDC in all stages of the
programme and project cycle. However, TCDC could be fully realized only with the
political will of the countries concerned. Her delegation endorRed the
Director-General's recommendations for the harmonious inteqration of TCDC in
international assistance efforts.

21. It would be unrealistic to hope to double or triple UNDP's core resources
during the fifth and sixth development cycles since that would require an annual
global increase in contributions of 16 per cent. Moreover that would not restore
UNDP's central funding role. The results of the recent pledqinq conference
confirmed to some extent the desire of a number of donor countries to give special
treatment to funds earmarked for the least developed countries. Her Government
would continue to give UNDP priority in the allocation of its multilaterol
resources, since it believed that UNDP had a central role to play in funding
llp~rational activities and in co-ordin~ting the assistance provided by the United
Not.ions system.

2/.. Every Government must define its own priorities. Therefore-, it was the level
of a country's economic and social development, including its technical and
financial external assistance component, which should be the sole frame of
rp.ference not only for the opt.imum use o( the sum total of national human resources
but. also (or programmes provided by the United Nations system and those from other
sources of assistance.

23. It was qenerally recogniz~d that the various institutions of the system should
improve the coherence of their activities in the beneficiary countries. The
decision taken by the Administrative Committee on Co-ordination concerning the
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elaboration of a common approach tQ develQpment by the variQus participants and the
definition in cQnsultation with Government officials Qf a frame of reference
integrating the priorities and main objectives of the beneficiary countries was a
step in the right direction. She endorsed, in principle, the idea of a common
country statement but pointed out that the idea shQuld he carefully reviewed.

24. As beneficiary Governments tOQk charge of their own development, new needs and
new forms of co-operation would emerge for which the United Nations system shQuld
essentially play the role of technical adviser. That should gradually lead to a
decentralization Qf prQgramming responsibilities at the country level, but such
decentralization should go hand in hand with a strengthening of the monitoring ann
evaluation processes at headquarters. In that regard, her delegation endQrsed the
provisions of paragraph 69 of the report.

25. The effectiveness of aid depended also on how it was managed. In the interest
of beneficiary countries, her delegation encouraged any initiative aimed at
simplifying, decentralizing and harmonizing procedures. It therefore approved the
Director-General's recommendations in paragraphs 76 and 77.

26. The initiatives taken by ACC should enable resident co-ordinators to play
fully their role oC interlocutor with the beneficiary Governments, particularly in
reg~rd to humanitarian and emergency aid. However, that would be possible only in
countl'ies where the Government firmly supported the resident co-ordinators.

27. Her delegation generally supported the Director-General's recommendations
(~oncerning the strengthening of the role of team leader of the resident
co-ordinator. However, strengthening the staff of the field offices, particularly
in the area of sectoral support, should be decided only after it had been
determined that they would not duplicate the services furnished by agencies.

28. The establishment of multidisciplinary teams under the leadership of the
resident. co-ordinator was an interesting idea but it should be examined together
with the various agencies concerned and the beneficiary Governments hefore 8

decision was taken.

?Q. With regard to the procedure to be followed for the implementation of the
rc~ommendations ol the Director-General, her delegation could support in general
tho proposal by Japan.

30. Mr.•__ ~J,._Q.IiQ1JA¥..~ (Tunisia) said that not only were the developing countries
burdened by high levels of external debt, but they had, in effect, become donor
countries because there was a net outward transfer of resources from them to the
developed countries. That was in violation of the objectives and principles of
General Assembly resolution 2688 (XXV).

31. His delegation therefore wel~omed the many important recommendations contained
in the report of the Director-General (A/44/324 and Add.l-S). His Government was
prepared to envisage, within the framework of the Consensus of 1970, a modality of
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implementatiQn Qf QperatiQnal activities based essentially Qn national execution Qf
prQgrammes and prQjects. Such execution would determine all programming and
cQ-ordination prQcedures. The regulations and ~ther guidelines would also be
defined b}" the natiQnal legislative framework of each recipient country and would
therefore be applied logically at all stages of the projects and programmes. The
very concept Qf central funding would therefore become inevitable and achievable
since it was fle3ible and focused on central co-ordination carried out in a
decentralized manner in the field by the Government itself. The role of resident
cO-Qrdinator and the quality of his team should be considerably strengthened in
those circumstances.

32. The substantial decline in real terms in voluntary contributions to the bodies
entrasted with the funidng of development programmes was disquieting and the
Assembly would have to look jnto the situation.

33. Mr. NASUTION (Indonesia) said that the economic downturns and development
crisis of the 1980s had increasingly marginalized the eCQnomies of many developing
countries, and in many cases the capacity for econQmic growth had been virtually
eliminated. While the trend towards integration of the world economy was
continuing at a rapid pace, the negative impact of the current asymmetrical nature
of global interdependence persisted. As a result, the burden of adjusting to the
changing global realities had fallen disproportionately on the developing
countries.

34. The operational activities of the United Nations system should respond to
change and to the increasingly diversified needs of the developing countries and
also to the collective objectives agreed upon by the international community.
Their primary role was to promote the development and self-reliance of the
developing countries through multilateral co-operation. In keeping with the
Consensus Qf 1970, it was essential not to lose sight of the sovereign prerogative
of the recipient countries to formulate their plans and decide their development
priorities and goals.

35. Among the elements identified in the Director-General's report as possibly
constituting a framework for enhancing the impact of operational activities, his
delegation stres;ed those concerned with aChieving greater self-reliance through
capacity-building, meeting the challenges of interdependence, broadening the
adjustment process, and recQgnizing the impQrcance Qf the human dimensiQn Qf, and
participatory app~oaches to, development. Operational activities must adapt to
changing circumstances and realities and the Organization's objectives in that
regard must be jefined mQre precisely so as tQ reflect internationally accepted
goals and stra~egies.

36. Far more attention should be given to the need to enable the developing
countries themselves to design and manage their national development programmes and
to cO-Qrdinate and integrate all external assistance into such programmes.
Therefore, capacity-building co-operation programmes should be pursued.

37. With regard to strengthening and integrating the capacities of develQping
countrie~, full use must be made of technical co-operation among developing
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countries as a modality for co-operation within the United Nations system.
National execution should become the principal modality in project implementation.
Tangible benefits would also result from increased procurement from developing
countries.

38. With respect to making the system more effective and improving its coherence
at the country level, he said that the shortage of resources had undermined the
already limited capacity of operational activities to have full impact on the
development of the developing countries. The relaxation of global tensions should
result in the substantial release of additional resources, which should be directed
towards development purposes, in particular for strengthening multilateral
co-operation for development. However, notwithstanding the promising changes in
the political sphere, the recent pledging conference for operational activities had
not met the expectations of developing countries.

39. The country programming process introduced by UNDP in 1971 had served as a
useful tool for improving linkages between development co-operation programmes.
However, due to the limited nature of the resources chanelled through the United
Nations system and other constraints, the primaI'y focus in the programming area
should be on supporting the recipient countries ia their efforts to strengthen and
manage their development co-operation programmes.

40. With respect to co-ordination and field structures, the United Nations system
must improvfl the position of integrated, mUlti-sectoral and sectoral advice at the
field level. There was also a need to reinforce the capacity of the resident
co-ordinator to act as the main co-ordinator of the various sectoral inputs from
the United Nations system.

41. Mr. Payton (New Zealand) took the Chair.

42. Mr.• MISSARY (Democratic Yemen), speaking also on behalf of Yemen, said that
the two parts of Yemen, understood the task of operational activities for
development as the provision of assistance in promoting self-reliance. Such
activities should concentrate primarily on sustainable development, a goal that
nevertheless remained distant as revealed by successive reviews of the Substantial
New Programme of Action for the Least Developed Countries for the 1980s. A new
appeal should be adGressed to the members of the international community, and
particularly to the industrialized countries, to meet their responsibilities.

43. Operational activities for development should be more closely linked with the
promotion of independent economic nnd social development in the developing
countries. Funding institutions and the donor community must undertake to abide by
the policies and priorities of the beneficiary Governments, for some funding and
execl'ting agencies had a tendency to promote projects and programmas which they
viewed as most useful from their own point oC view. At the project preparation
stage, closer co-ordination was required between Governments, the United Nations
and donors.
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44. Although UNDP played a useful role as an intermediary in technical
co-operation activities, greater stress should be placed on intercountry
programming, and the role of UNDP in promoting technical co-operation among
developing countries should be strengthened. United Nations procedures in the
formulation, adoption, execution, monitoring and evaluation of projects must be
simplified and more effectively co-ordinated.

45. The two parts of Yemen shared the concern expressed by many delegations at the
outcome of the recent pledging conference. Despite a slight increase in
contributions, the funds made available were still far from sufficient. The
Conference was a gauge of the progress made in international co-operation, and its
results had not been in keeping with the improved international political climate.
It was to be hoped that the special session of the General Assembly in 1990 and the
Second United Nations Conference on the Least Developed Countries would provide the
necessary political impetus to strengthen the role of operational activities for
development in the 1990s.

46. The two parts of Yemen were well aware of the importance of the programmes,
funds and organizations of the United Nations development system and were
particularly appreciative of UNDP. Both Governments were making enormous efforts
in all aspects of activities relating to children, and they wished to express their
appreciation of the valuable contributions made by UNICEF. The efforts made by the
United Nations Development Fund for Women were also highly appreciated in view of
the great interest taken by the two Governments in the participation of women in
development, and they hoped that the future would bring increased co-operation in
that domain.

47. Mrs. TON NU THI NINH (Viet Nam) said that her delegation attached great
importance to the operational activities for development of the United Nations
system in so far as they could, if properly conceived and implemented, have a
tangible impact on the socio-economic development of developing countries. It was
therefore unfortunate that resources for operational activities for development had
declined in real terms. Furthermore, the results of the recent pledging conference
for operational activities had not quite lived up to the developing countries'
expectations. One of the characteristics of the world economy in the 1980s as
compared with the two preceding decades was the sharpened disparity in national
performance. Unless the international community took effective supportive
measures, the developing countries would inevitably be left far behind.

48. Commenting on the triennial policy review (11./44/324 and Add.l-5), she said
that her delegation wished to reaffirm the validity of the principles of
universality, voluntariness, neutrality, flexibility and multilateralism set forth
in the Consensus of 1970 and the New Dimensions resolution of 1975, which provided
the essential terms of reference for fruitful co-operation between developing and
developed countries. Her delegation was pleased to note that those principles had
been taken fully into consideration by the Governing Council of UNDP at its
June 1989 session in connection with the discussion on the role of UNDP in the
1990s.
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49. The principal Qbjective Qf Q~eratiQnal activities was tQ help develQping
cQuntries achieve self-reliance thrQugh natiQnal capacity-building. That, as the
DirectQr-General had pointed Qut, could best be achieved by rethinking bQth the
content and the prQcess of the united NatiQns systAm's work from the country
outward, rather than merely projecting to "the field" the diverse global
characteristics Qf the system's organizations. Many United Nations resolutions had
reaffirmed the sQvereign responsibility Qf recipient countries fQr determining their
development gQals and needs. Her delegatiQn was pleased to nQte the great effQrts
made to help develQping cQuntries through institutiQn-building, training and
technolQgy tlansfer1 in particular, many Qf the ~esearch and development
institutiQns set up by UNDP had proved useful, some being employed in the execution
of technical co-operation projects. However, much more could and should be done in
Lhat field.

50. Her delegatiQn considered that the country prQgramme and IPF framewQrk
provided adequate Qpportunities for taking account of the varying needs and
requirements of recipient cQuntries and Qf differences in their levels of
develQpment. The cQuntry programming process shQuld cQntinue to be a
government-led exercise based on the principle that aid prQgramming was an integral
part Qf natiQnal planning. That issue was of paramQunt importance to all
developing countries, and her delegatiQn therefQre wished to emphasize once again
that the country prQgramme should be based on the country's own development
priQrities, UNDP activities in those areas, as in Qthers, being geared to enhancing
the recipient countries' capabilities to imprQve their management skills within
their Qwn policy framework. That had been a major strength of the UNDP pattern of
assistance in the past and it should continue to be SQ.

51. Her delegatiQn welcQmed the marked increase in the number Qf
Government-executed projects in recent years. Experience hed shown that Government
executiQn enabled recipient GQvernments to absorb appropriate technQlogy more
easily and it was also more cQst-effective. UNDP shQuld assist both GQvernments
and executing agencies in contracting Qr subcQntracting projects or parts thereof
fQr GQvernment executiQn. Her delegatiQn was also Qf the QpiniQn that the agencies
should have an increasing role in prQject formulatiQn and executiQn, especially
where indigenous cQmpetence was nQt available. The aim of the United NatiQns
system should be to facilitate the quickest possible transfer of management skills
to the GQvernment and project authQrities.

52. Less than a quarter Qf all prQcurement came from developing countries althQugh
their share had been increasing. Greater emphasis Qn such procurement WQuld enable
developing countries tQ build up their own prQductive capacities and skills. Her
delegation therefore IQoked forward to concrete propQsals for the remQval of
obstacles tQ such procurement.

53. Her delegation appreciated the efforts Qf the United NatiQns develQpment
system tQ adapt rules and prQcedures tQ the needs and priQrities Qf deve1Qping
countries. In that connection her delegation believed that much greater authQrity
should be delegated tQ resident representatives for the appraisal and apprQval Qf
projects as well BS in the selectiQn of implementatiQn mOdalities for executiQn.
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54. Her delegation continued to support efforts to reduce administrative costs in
field offices by rationalizing their stru~tures and would support measures to
accelerate that process.

55. Thanks to great efforts on the part of her Government and the international
agencies, the delivery rate of the programmes of UNDP, UNICEF and UNFPA in Viet Nam
had considerably increased; if the momentum was maintained those programmes would
be completed by the end of the cycle, in 1991. Her Government greatly appreciated
the co-operation and recommendations of the international teams which UNDP had sent
to assist with economic studies and the devising of anti-inflationary measures.

56. In spite of severe economic difficulties, her country had continued to make
progress in improving the conditions for children and mothers and in that
connection she wished to pay tribute to UNICEF for its valuable support and
assistance; with the help of UNICEF and WHO, Viet Nam would attain the goal of
universal child immunization by 1990.

57. UNFPA had made an effective contribution to curbing population growth and had
increased awareness of the close interaction between population and development.
With the assistance of UNFPA, Viet Nam had successfully carried out a national
census in 1989.

58. The Administrato~ of UNDP had rightly drawn attention to the need to correlate
economic growth with human development and, in that connection, her delegation
supported the convening in 1990 of a world conference on education for all as well
as of a world summit for children.

59. In conclusion she expressed her country's gratitude to all who had provided
emergency assistance in coping with the serious damage caused by three typhoons
which had recently hurt her country.

60. Mr. PANQV (Bulgaria) said that his delegation attached particular importance
to improving operational activities and to the role of UNDP as the main funding and
co-ordinating body in that field. It shared the view that the principles contained
in the 1970 Consensus and in the New Dimensions resolution of 1975 should continue
to be adhered to and that radical changes should not be introduced.

61. His de)~gation commended the efforts of the Administrator to strengthen the
internal orgaAization of UNDP and to utilize resources effective1? UNDP had made
substantial progress in providing assistance to the least developed countries and
in involving women in operational activities for develcpment.

62. It was also the view of his delegation that the United Nations systeM for
op~rational activities could play a more important role ia helping developing
countries develop their human resources and cope with the problem of the outflow of
resources.

I •••
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63. Despite certain difficulties, Bulgaria had prQvided 55.31 milliQn leva in aid
to the develQping countries in 1988. In addition, 3,695 BUlgarian experts were
assisting third world countries to strengthen their econQmies while 6,960 students
from developing countries were studying at various Bulgarian educational
institutions.

64. There was a clear link between population activities and general social and
economic development and in that connection his delegation welcomed the role played
by UNFPA. His delegation also supported the activities Qf UNICEF aimed at
improving the situation of children and mothers in the developing countries,
particularly in such areas as food, water supply, medical care and education for
children, and it was prepared to support the measures taken by UNICEF to prevent
the spread of AIDS among children. Bulgaria supported efforts aimed at stabilizing
the budget of UNICEF and at achieving maximum economies in administrative costs.
It believed that the forthcoming world summit for children would make a real
~ontribution to overcoming the problems of the youngest generation.

65. ~~ss HASSAN (Egypt) said that Egypt had attached particular importance to
operational activities in 1989, as it had been one of the seven developing
countries visited by I.:he Director-General's "review team" in accordance with
General Assembly resolution 43/199. Largely because the solutions proposed had not
been implemented, the problems and needs of the 1980s were essentially those of the
1960s and 1910s. The United Nations system must be more co-ordinated, harmonized
and forward-looking in its efforts to meet those needs.

66. The objective of economic self-reliance for developing countries, and their
exclusive responsibility in formulating their own national development plans, must
be taken into account in integrating operational activities of the United Nations
system in national programmes. There was no distinction between national and
global pri.orities with respect to operational activities for development, since
global priorities were set by national Governments in multilateral forums and,
moreover, since global issues started as national issues.

67. The United Nations system should set an example for the integrated approach to
development particularly on emerging issues such as the environment. In that
respect her delegation looked forward to ~he report of the high-level meeting of
the ,Joint Consultative Group on Policy, held in Rome in July 1989, relating to
environment and sustainable development. It also supported the Director-General's
recommendations for greater harmonization and simplification of procedures and the
pffort to secure agreement between United Nations agencies on the use of common
premises.

68. Her delegation supported the strengthening of the role of resident
representatives, provided that it did not represent a shiZt away from the
recognition that recipient Governments had primary responsibility for managing
their own external assistance at both the multilateral and bilateral levels. The
concept of "United Nations system country team" merited more attention.

I . ..
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69. Mr. KONN (Cameroon) said that, at a time of dwindling export earnings,
increased import costs and escalating external debt, pUblic assistance for
development was static or diminishing. The Nordic countries, Netherlands, Canada
and France had continued to contribute to development at or in excess of the goal
of 0.7 per =ent of GNP. It was to be hoped that other developed countries would
shortly follow their example.

70. Against that background there was a clear need for action to reactivate the
development process and to increase both bilateral and multilateral resources for
assisting the development of the least developed countries.

71. His delegation approved the principal conclusions of the report of the
Director-General (A/44/324 and Add.1-5). Particular emphasis must be placed on the
need for operational activities to be better adapted to the development level of
beneficiary countries. In that connection it was more than ever necessary to
ensure that all parties concerned at the country level should participate in the
planning, implementation and appraisal of those activities so that they would
respond to increasingly diverse requests for technical assistance. The
international agencies must be more flexible and perceptive in their approach to
providing technical assistance. The United Nations development system was based on
the principle of complementarity and solidarity, not only at the technical level,
but also in implementation, financing and co-ordination. If that principle was
departed from, the result would be increased costs, duplication and a fragmented
approach to problems.

72. His delegation welcomed the Director-General's proposal for closer linkage
between technical co-operation and investment because, without the support of an
institutional framework and adequately qualified staff, investment would be
unlikely to yield satisfactory results. There was therefore a need for closer
co-operation with development banks and financial institutions, not only at the
project level but also in terms of programmes and policies. In view of its key
role in the multilateral co-operation process, UNDP should continue to fulfil its
mandate in close concert with other appropriate agencies, particularly as regards
the complementarity of technical assistance and the financial assistance provided
by the World Bank.

73. His delegation was greatly concerned at the disappointing level of voluntary
contribution~ and resulting danger of renewed cuts in IPFs. There was a need to
mobilize greater resources on a more predictable basis and his delegation therefore
approved the measures adopted by the Governing Council in its decision 83/5. A
reduction in multilateral aid because of inadequate resources would threaten the
balance of the entire development aid system and would once again raise the whole
issue of complementarity between multilateral and bilateral aid. The Substantial
New Programme of Action for the Least Developed Countries provided the United
Nations system with an opportunity to make available to those countries the
enormous capability of the system in terms of programming and technical assistance
in co-operation with bilateral donors and development banks.

/ ......
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74. Coherent action at the country level required permanent dialogue between the
different sources of assistance and beneficiary Governments in a context involving
a multisectoral approach and long-term planning under the auspices of a strong
central funding agency. UNDP had been created with that in mind but, currently it
provided only one half of United Nations technical assistance. Moreover the other
agencies of the system had been slow to provide resident representatives with
necessary support.

75. The application of new procedures for project planning and evaluation could
not fail to be beneficial, not least because of the reassurance it would give to an
increasingly sceptical public opinion in certain donor countries.

76. Technical co-operation among developing countries was an underutilized
operational tool although it represented an effective means of responding to
specific needs through mutual support and joint action. In that connection, the
United: ~ions could provide assistance in establishing priorities and precise
goals. With the North-South negotiations currently marking time, South-South
co-operation would seem to be a natural tool in the search for common solutions to
common problems.

77. In conclusion, it was his view that there was a special need to strengthen
support for programmes for the deve 1.opment of human resources.

78. Mr. GOPINATHAN (India) said that the importance which his delegation attached
to operational activities for development was evident from the consistent financial
support extended by India to such activities. The activities were an important
element in providing supplementary support to the national development efforts of
developing countries, and their main thrust must continue to be towards
capacity-building and the strengthening of those countries' individual and
collective self-reliance. The operational activities' salient characteristics
should be maintained and the spirit of partnership preserved and built upon while
the system prepared to meet the challenges of technical co-operation in and beyond
the 1990s. The principles of the 1970 Consensus and subsequent General Assembly
decisions should be fully upheld, and attempts to impose themes not in conformity
with the recipients' priorities should be resisted.

79. His delegation regretted that the expansion enjoyed over the past few years by
the developed countries, had not been reflected in a sizeable increase in resources
for the operational activities. At a time when every day brought fresh
opportunities for disarmament and a productive reallocation of resources, the
growing volume and complexity of the developing countries' needs called for a
significant increase in resources in real terms. Unless such an increase
materialized, the United Nations system's ability to provide technical assistance
would be diminished. He appealed to countries whose contributions in relation to
their capacity were low to increase them substantially. Despite its own very
serious resource constraints, India had made consistent efforts to maintain its
overall level of contributions and to increase them where possible. There was
little satisfaction to be derived from the fact that India, with its low level of
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per capita income, contributed more to the operational dctivities for development
of the United Nations system than did several industrialized countries. The recent
pledg\ng conference had shown th~t more and more developing countries, despite
their adverse economic circumstances, were reaffirming their faith in
multilateralism by making contributions to United Nations funds and programmes.

80. The integrated country reviews had Rdded a useful "field perspective" to the
Committee's consideration of the triennial policy review. The emphasis henceforth
to be placed on national execution rather than on external executing agencies would
appear to have two implic~tionsr first, that greater use must be made of existing
national capacity and, second, that the present system must be changed so that
executing agencies could respond to the recipient country's needs and priorities,
by contributing towards national execution. Existing local expertise, both
national and international, should be fully utilized in providing integrated
multisectoral advice at field levell the agencies could play a key role in that
respect. His delegation had soma misgivings, however, about proposals for a common
country statement ar-d the launching of a phased prospective study, feeling that
some decisions must be taken and their implementation observed before any further
studies were undertaken. The debate on the implementation of global goals and
globally agreed priorities at the country level served no useful purpose so long as
it was accepted that the system should have the necessary flexibility and
responsiveness in order to adapt to the needs and priorities of recipient countries.

81. He reiterated that the primary responsibility for ensuring the integration of
individual aid programmes in the national development effort rested with the
recipient countries themselves, the United Nations system's role being to
strengthen the recipients' capacity for achieving such co-ordination. The resident
co-ordinator did, however, have an active role to play in co-ordinating the
activities and programmes of the specialized agencies and in ensuring that the
implementation of UNDP-funded projects conformed to the agreed objectives.

82. His delegation would have liked to see more specifi.c recommendations in the
report on subjects such as simplification and harmonizatlon of procedures,
decentralization, TCDC and increasing procurement from developing countriqs. It
strongly support~d the move towards groater government execution of projects, which
would encourage cost efficiency and improve delivery as well as leading 1:0 optimum
utilization Of local skills and expertise. The fact that procurement p~tterns

ramal~ed heavily concentrated in a handful of developed countries was regrettable:
makin9 greater use of evperts and equipment from developing countries would not
only considerably reduce delivery costs but would also have B mUltiplier effect by
enlarging those countries' human resources and technological base. In calling upon
the agencies to co-operate in improving and refining the statistical data relating
to procurement from developing countries, he expressed his delegation's strong
support for the activities of the Inter-Agency Procurement Services Unit (IAPSU).

83. His country appreciated the manner in which the various funds and programmes
had tried to maintain and improve delivery in spite of severe resource constraints
and the growing volume and complexity of demands. In India, their activities had
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contributed to the Government's efforts to modernize agriculture and industry ana
had assiSted its social progx'amJ'flf}s. The role of UNDP was partioularly commendable
and significant; the fact that India had remained over the years the largest donor
to UNDP among the developing countries demonstrated its commitment to the
Programme. India also attached gre~t importance to the role of UNFPA as the focal
point for population activities within the United Nations systeml in acknOWledging
UNFPA's contribution to the implementation of population programmes in India and
elsewhere, he said that the Fund deserved to be fully supported by all countries.
His delegation also attached great importance to UNICEF programmes and urged all
Governments to continue their support of the Fund's praiseworthy programmes. In
conclusion, he expressed the hope that decisions taken at the current session in
connection with the triennial policy review would enhance the effectiveness and
impact of operational activities of the United Nations development system, thus
assisting developing countries in their struggle against poverty and
underdevelopment in an adverse external economic environment.
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